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The legislative branch is the branch of government meant to “be dependent on the people alone.” All 

voters should feel they have a representative to voice their concerns in the federal, state, or 

provincial legislature, as well as on the county council, city council, and school boards. Yet in North 

America, these bodies often reflect only the largest group of voters, leaving other groups without a 

voice. 

What other options do we have for electing a legislative body more representative of their diverse 

constituencies? This glossary summarizes how different election methods work for electing multiple 

people to serve in a legislature, their strengths and weaknesses, and how they have played out in 

real life. 

This document doesn’t describe all the possible election methods, nor does it detail all of the quirks 

of each method. Rather, it is meant as a quick reference guide to give readers a sense of each 

method. This Glossary and the accompanying Guide to Methods for Electing Legislative 

Bodies are specifically about electing legislative bodies of government—that is, where more than 

one person serves in the same body at the same time. For example, state legislatures, provincial 

parliaments, and city councils are all multi-member legislative bodies. (For a discussion of election 

methods for electing executive offices where only one person serves at a time, see 

our Glossary and Guide to Methods for Electing an Executive Officer.) 

Legislative election methods generally fall into two families: 

 With Majoritarian methods, used in the United States and Canada, all or most legislators 

represent majority views while minority groups do not have fair representation. Usually, two 

major parties representing the social or political majority dominate the legislature. 

 With Proportional methods, used in most developed countries, legislators more fairly 

represent the diversity of voters. Usually, several parties representing a diversity of social 

and political views win seats in proportion to the votes they receive. 

This document also describes two systems in each of the following two categories: 

 With Semi-proportional methods, used in local elections across the United States, minority 

social or political groups have a chance to win seats. 

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/fed52.asp
http://www.sightline.org/2015/05/19/no-taxation-without-proportional-representation/
http://www.sightline.org/2015/05/19/no-taxation-without-proportional-representation/
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/18/sightlines-guide-to-methods-for-electing-legislative-bodies/
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/18/sightlines-guide-to-methods-for-electing-legislative-bodies/
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/sightlines-guide-to-voting-systems-for-electing-an-executive-officer/
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 Potentially Proportional methods have not been used in any public elections, but might 

achieve proportional results. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each category apply to all methods in that family, and each 

method has some unique advantages and disadvantages. 

Also called “plurality,” “majority,” or “Westminster model” methods. 

With “majoritarian” methods, voters in the major social or political group are able to elect all or most 

of the legislators. Voters with views in the minority have few or no seats. Minor parties may win 

some seats, but not proportionally to their numbers of voters, and two major parties usually 

dominate the legislature. 

Many majoritarian methods use single-member districts where the legislator from each district must 

win either a plurality (more votes than any other candidate, but not necessarily a majority) or a 

majority (more than half) of the votes. In each of these districts, a candidate representing majority 

views is most likely to be the one winner, so someone representing minority views rarely wins a 

seat. 

All majoritarian election methods share the following advantages and disadvantages, but each has 

its own specific advantages and disadvantages. 

 Ballots are simple. 

 Voters have a clear choice between two “big tent” parties. Political choices are not 

fragmented into many minor parties. 

 One big tent party is in control of the legislature and can enact cohesive policies. The 

opposing party can check the other party’s power and give voters a coherent alternative 

policy view. 

 It may be hard for extreme candidates to win legislative seats (except when party primaries 

and “safe” districts let them in). 

 Minority groups, whether political, religious, racial, ethnic, or other, are excluded from fair 

representation. 

 Few women are elected. Ninety percent of countries with no female representation use 

majoritarian methods. In countries with 10 percent or fewer women in the legislature, a 

majoritarian method is most common. 

 Many voters feel they waste their votes, because they almost never have the experience of 

voting for a candidate who actually wins. This pattern can alienate and discourage voters 

and mobilize movements against the whole system. 

 Majoritarian countries have lower voter turnout than proportional countries. 

http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/majoritarian-electoral-systems
http://blog.opavote.com/2017/04/proportional-vs-majoritarian.html
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01a/esd01a01
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/workingpapers/femm/w10/2_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/workingpapers/femm/w10/2_en.htm
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01a/esd01a01
http://www.sightline.org/2015/06/12/the-surprising-reason-you-dont-feel-like-voting/
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 Policies reverse regularly as power switches from one party to the other, making long-term 

economic planning difficult. 

 Majoritarian countries perform poorly on several empirical measures of social well-

being: they have higher wealth inequality, more gender inequality, worse protection of the 

environment, more obesity, and less clean energy than proportional governments. They also 

put more people in prison, are more likely to use the death penalty, are more likely to 

engage in domestic surveillance of their own citizens, have higher military expenditures, 

have higher national debt, and are more likely to engage in international conflicts than 

proportional representation countries. 

 Candidates in majoritarian methods are more likely to promise quick fixes than to seek long-

term solutions to complex problems. 

 At first glance, majoritarian systems seem to promote “majority rule,” but in reality a majority 

of legislators, each representing a majority of voters in their districts, can pass legislation 

that does not represent the majority of voters in the country (because the minority of voters 

in their districts, and arguably all of the voters in the districts of the legislators who did not 

vote for it, had no say). 

Majoritarian: Single-Winner Races 

Legislators can be elected through single-winner races—a race where only one candidate will win a 

seat, as opposed to multi-winner races where candidates run in a pool for several available seats—

using any of the election methods described in the Glossary of Methods for Electing Executive 

Officers. Single-winner legislative races can occur in single-member districts (or “ridings,” in Canada), 

numbered seats within a district (like Washington’s state representatives), or at-large numbered 

seats (like Portland’s city council). 

Electing legislators with single-winner races, even with ranked-choice or score voting, leads to 

majoritarian results, where the social or political majority wins almost all the seats and, usually, two 

major parties divide most of the power. Parliamentary systems like Canada’s yield slightly 

more diversity of party representation than Presidential systems like the United States’, 

and Duverger’s Hypothesis predicts that Top-Two Runoff makes it easier for third parties to win 

sometimes (though the evidence indicates this is not necessarily true), but single-winner elections 

for legislative seats always yield less-than-proportional results. 

Whether elected by Plurality, Top-Two Runoff, or Instant Runoff Voting, electing legislators in single-

winner races has the advantages and disadvantages below. 

 In a single-member district, voters in a geographic district have a direct link to their 

representative. They know who their local representative is and can call her to voice 

concerns, or refuse to vote for her again if she doesn’t represent them well. (Some 

proponents of single-winner districts say it is easier to for voters to “throw the bums out,” 

but in reality, in the United States, incumbents almost always win re-election.) 

http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02a
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02a
https://www.amazon.com/Patterns-Democracy-Government-Performance-Thirty-Six/dp/0300172028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1491520843&sr=8-1&keywords=patterns+of+democracy
https://www.amazon.com/Patterns-Democracy-Government-Performance-Thirty-Six/dp/0300172028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1491520843&sr=8-1&keywords=patterns+of+democracy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_86RnPYohC3dkuihEZXrP82s5AP6kO5jE-DMW7_S7uw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_86RnPYohC3dkuihEZXrP82s5AP6kO5jE-DMW7_S7uw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_86RnPYohC3dkuihEZXrP82s5AP6kO5jE-DMW7_S7uw/edit
https://www.amazon.com/Electoral-Systems-Governance-Policy-Making-Comparative/dp/0415706084/ref=la_B00GUZN0GU_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1491607710&sr=1-1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17s1hpbLK0BGe7KjEmeMtxwuSJaK5fyhnhFiLRhcBqQc/edit#heading=h.hafkat44oiii
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17s1hpbLK0BGe7KjEmeMtxwuSJaK5fyhnhFiLRhcBqQc/edit#heading=h.hafkat44oiii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliament_of_Canada
http://www.kenbenoit.net/pdfs/Benoit_FrenchPolitics_2006.pdf
http://www2.scu.edu.tw/politics/journal/doc/J12/02.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25791809?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#plurality-voting
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#top-two-runoff
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#instant-runoff-voting-or-single-winner-ranked-choice
https://www.opensecrets.org/overview/reelect.php
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 The legislature represents the geographic diversity of the city, state, province, or nation. 

 Voters can vote for an individual candidate (and if the jurisdiction allows full fusion voting, 

voters can also indicate a preference for a party). 

 Single-member districts are vulnerable to gerrymandering. With slight changes to the district 

lines, a district can shift from being safe for one major party to being safe for the other 

major party, allowing the line-drawers, not the voters, to determine how many seats a party 

can win. 

 Even without intentional gerrymandering, one party can win control of the legislative branch 

even though another party won more votes. For example, in 2012, Republican candidates 

won just 47.6 percent of the vote (compared to Democrat’s 48.8 percent), yet Republicans 

then controlled the US House of Representatives. 

 Voters in the minority cannot hold their representative accountable. A Democratic 

representative won’t feel very accountable to a Republican voter in her district because she 

knows he didn’t vote for her, and it doesn’t matter if he doesn’t vote for her again. 

 The legislature does not represent the ideological diversity of the city, state, province, or 

nation. 

 Single-member districts may give incumbents more advantage: incumbents are more likely 

to run again and less likely to face an opponent in single-member districts. 

 Single-member districts may force candidates to raise more money to be successful. 

 In nonpartisan races, voters cannot indicate a preference for any party, and in partisan races 

without full fusion voting, voters may not be able to indicate their preference for a minor 

party. 

Majoritarian: Bloc Voting 

Also called “plurality at-large voting.” 

In bloc voting, candidates run in a common pool for 

multiple available seats. The pool could be for the entire 

jurisdiction (city-wide or country-wide) or for a multi-

member district. Voters can cast as many votes as there 

are seats available, and the top vote-getters win the 

seats. 

If voters with a majority view cast their votes for a slate 

of candidates with majority views, that slate will sweep 

the entire election, even if voters with minority views 

cast all their votes for candidates with minority views. 

However, Bloc Voting has been proven to elect more 

women than single-winner races. Parties may be more 

inclined to include a woman in a list of candidates 

http://workingfamilies.org/register-to-vote-oregon-wfp/fusion-voting/
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01a/esd01a01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-4dIImaodQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_House_of_Representatives_elections,_2012
http://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
http://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
http://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plurality-at-large_voting
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/153244000200200203
http://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/fairvote/legacy_url/1744/fair_election_structure.pdf?1478627826
http://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/fairvote/legacy_url/1744/fair_election_structure.pdf?1478627826
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running for a pool of seats than they would be to run a woman in a single-winner races. And voters 

are more inclined to include a vote for a woman candidate when they can, for example, “Vote for 

Five,” rather than when they have only one vote. 

For example, New Hampshire uses a mix of single-member and multi-winner districts to elect the 

state legislature. Generally, one party dominates each district and wins all of the seats. However, in 

2012, Republicans lost six seats in districts they otherwise dominated. All six seats went to 

Democratic women candidates. The Republican party hadn’t included enough women in its list of 

candidates, and it appears that voters were willing to cross party lines to elect a woman when given 

a chance to choose more than one. 

More than one hundred cities in Oregon use this method for their respective city councils. For 

example, Lake Oswego voters can “Vote for Three” candidates from a pool, and the top three vote-

getters win seats on the city council. Vancouver, BC, and many other Canadian cities use Bloc Voting 

to elect city councils. 

 Bloc Voting elects more women than single-member districts or at-large numbered seats. 

 Compared to single-member districts, multi-member districts may make it likelier that new 

candidates will challenge incumbents. 

 Compared to single-member districts, multi-member districts may allow candidates to run 

less expensive, successful campaigns, in part because they may run in a slate and share 

costs with other candidates. 

 Bloc voting strengthens parties that demonstrate coherence and organizational 

ability because they are able to run a coherent slate of candidates and organize voters to 

vote for the slate. 

Bloc Voting may result in even more disproportionate results than single-winner districts because it 

may allow the prevailing social majority (for example, the majority racial or religious group in the 

district) or the dominant major party to win all or most of the seats on the ballot, leaving minority 

voices with little or no representation. For example, New Hampshire uses Bloc Voting to elect 

members of its state house of representatives from districts with between two and twelve 

representatives each. In 2016, in 77 percent of those districts, one party won all the seats. Even in 

districts with 10, 11, and 12 representatives where 40 percent of the voters wanted representatives 

from the other party and, proportionately, should have won four or five of the seats, those voters 

got zero representation. 

Also called “fair representation” or “consensual” methods. 

With proportional methods, the legislature reflects the social and political diversity of the voters. 

When societies have ethnic, religious, or other cultural or political divisions, each group has the 

http://www.fairvote.org/multi-member-districts-help-new-hampshire-elect-all-the-women-it-wants
https://multco.us/file/36275/download#page=4
https://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
https://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
https://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
https://www.uvm.edu/~vlrs/PoliticalProcess/MMD.pdf
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01b/esd01b01
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01b/esd01b01
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd01/esd01b/esd01b01
https://ballotpedia.org/New_Hampshire_House_of_Representatives_elections,_2016
http://www.sightline.org/2015/05/19/no-taxation-without-proportional-representation/
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chance to elect representatives they support to the legislature. If 40 percent of voters prefer one 

political party, that party wins 40 percent of the seats. Or if 20 percent of the voters want 

representatives of color, people of color win 20 percent of the seats. Although some countries or 

political parties also make use of quotas or reserved seats for women or for ethnic minorities, the 

methods below can achieve proportional representation of ideological diversity and often elect 

more women and people of color though individual votes, not quotas. 

Voting experts sometimes call these “consensual” systems because legislators must work together 

to craft broadly acceptable solutions. Most advanced democracies, and all countries electing 

members of the European Parliament, use some form of proportional representation. 

 All voters, no matter their political party, religion, race, ethnicity, or gender, can achieve fair 

representation. The legislature represents the diversity of the city, state, province, or nation. 

 Almost all voters get to vote for at least one winning candidate—very few votes are “wasted.” 

 Proportional methods mitigate the power of gerrymandering, because parties can only win 

more seats by winning more votes, not by drawing district boundaries. 

 They reduce “regional fiefdoms” where one party controls all the seats in a region. 

 The ruling coalition elected with a proportional method often has greater total support (55 

or 60 percent of voters voted for members of the coalition) than the ruling party elected with 

a majoritarian method. For example, members of the ruling coalition in Germany 

received 67 percent of the vote, while members of the ruling Republican Party in the US 

House of Representatives received only 49 percent of the vote. 

 Proportional methods lead to greater continuity and stability of policy. Policy often takes 

longer to pass, but is more stable over time because many different groups helped shape it, 

so it is not thrown out as soon as a different party wins more seats. 

 More people participate in elections and vote. 

 Decisions are more transparent and inclusive because they are carried out publicly between 

multiple parties rather than behind closed doors within a party. 

 If thresholds for participation are too low, proportional methods may lead to extreme multi-

party fragmentation. (Some theorists suggest there is a tradeoff between policy stability and 

government stability: in other words, countries with proportional parliamentary systems will 

shift coalitions frequently but maintain steady policies, whereas countries with majoritarian 

presidential systems will have stable parties but many policy flip-flops.) 

 Candidates with extreme views can win seats in the legislature. 

 The Speaker of the House or President of the Senate will be a member of a party that likely 

won less than half the votes. (However, she will be the head of a coalition that likely won 

much more than half the votes.) 

 If districts are too large, legislators may lose their geographic link to voters. (However, if 

geography is important to voters, in most proportional systems they can vote for a local 

http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/default
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00036/Elections
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00036/Elections
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02a
https://www.amazon.com/Debating-Conflicting-Perspectives-American-Political/dp/1506333648/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1492107267&sr=8-1&keywords=Debating+Reform%3B+Conflicting+Perspectives+on+How+to+Fix+the+American+Political+System
https://www.amazon.com/Debating-Conflicting-Perspectives-American-Political/dp/1506333648/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1492107267&sr=8-1&keywords=Debating+Reform%3B+Conflicting+Perspectives+on+How+to+Fix+the+American+Political+System
https://www.amazon.com/Debating-Conflicting-Perspectives-American-Political/dp/1506333648/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1492107267&sr=8-1&keywords=Debating+Reform%3B+Conflicting+Perspectives+on+How+to+Fix+the+American+Political+System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_House_of_Representatives_elections,_2016
https://www.amazon.com/Patterns-Democracy-Government-Performance-Thirty-Six/dp/0300078935
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02a
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/7419.html
https://www.amazon.com/Debating-Conflicting-Perspectives-American-Political/
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candidate or party and elect that person. In List systems, the parties usually take 

geographical diversity into account when creating their lists.) 

 Voters may not be able to throw a centrist party out of the ruling coalition, so long as that 

party is able to come to agreement with the other parties. 

 Many proportional ballots are more complex than “vote for one” ballots. 

Proportional: Multi-Winner Ranked-Choice Voting, a.k.a. Single-

Transferrable Vote 

Single Transferable Vote (STV) is a 

multi-winner form of Ranked-

Choice Voting (RCV). Multiple 

candidates run in a common pool 

in a multi-member district, so 

several of them will win office. 

Ideally, districts each elect five 

members, though three and 

seven also work well. Voters rank 

their candidates in order of 

preference, and if a candidate 

reaches the winning threshold, 

she wins a seat. All votes for 

candidates who received too few 

first-place votes, plus fractions of 

all votes above the threshold for a 

candidates who already won a 

seat, are transferred to voters’ 

next-choice candidates who are still in the running. Counting and transferring continues until 

enough candidates have reached the winning threshold. (Two videos explain, using jungle 

animals and post-it notes.) 

As in the single-winner form of Ranked-Choice Voting, known as Instant Runoff Voting, voters get 

just one vote per round, and a candidate must have sufficient votes in a given round to make it to 

the next round. A candidate might get eliminated early, even though he could have won a seat if 

he’d had a chance to benefit from second-choice rankings later in the process. As in the single-

winner form, there could be a group of voters whose favorite candidate is bound to lose but whose 

second-favorite candidate could win if she would stick around long enough to benefit from their 

second-choice vote. 

For example, imagine that a group of voters loves Felicia Fund College, but there aren’t enough of 

them to elect her, and other voters don’t like her. Felicia’s voters, along with some of Elijah End 

Corruption and Maria Moderate’s voters, rank Leroy Left second or third, so that if he made it to the 

third round he could win a seat. But without enough first-choice votes, Leroy gets eliminated after 

http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02e/esd02e01
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02e/esd02e01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8XOZJkozfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8XOZJkozfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNxwMdI8OWw&feature=youtu.be
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#instant-runoff-voting-or-single-winner-ranked-choice
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the first round, so second- and third-choice votes can’t transfer to him in later rounds, and Felicia’s 

voters can’t elect either their first or second choices. If her voters knew this, they could rank Leroy 

Left first and at least help their second-choice win. (Over the years, electoral tinkerers have 

attempted to “fix” this problem, for example by adding eliminated candidates back in in future 

rounds, but such fixes could suppress voters from ranking additional candidates, for fear that those 

additional rankings will cause their more-preferred candidates to lose. If candidates don’t rank 

additional candidates, the method might not achieve proportional results.) 

Let’s take a hypothetical case for a Northwest legislative body. If Oregon were to elect its 60-member 

house of representatives using multi-winner Ranked-Choice Voting, it could, as one option, divide 

the state into 12 districts (each a bit more than twice as big as current state senate districts) and 

elect five members from each district. Voters would elect their five representatives by ranking 

candidates on a ballot like the one above. 

Single Transferable Voting is used in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ireland, Australia, local elections 

in Scotland and New Zealand, and for Academy Awards nominees. More than a dozen US cities used 

multi-winner ranked-choice voting in the early 20th century. STV cities elected diverse councils, 

including people of color and minor-party representatives, leading to successful repeal efforts. In 

2004, a British Columbia citizens assembly (two people randomly selected from each electoral 

district) studied election methods and recommended STV, a.k.a. multi-winner Ranked-Choice Voting. 

A 2005 referendum to use STV in BC elections won 58 percent of the popular vote, but needed 60 

percent to go into effect. 

 Voters can vote for individual candidates, not just for a party. 

 As long as districts are not too large, or voters vote for local candidates, legislators retain a 

geographical link and accountability to voters. 

 Voters can hold representatives accountable. Each voter will almost always have at least one 

representative for whom they voted, and they can call that representative up or refuse to 

vote for them again. 

 Voters don’t need to be organized to achieve fair representation—they can just vote their 

preferences. 

 Voters can vote for the candidates they like best to represent their region, their ideological 

views, and their life experiences, without worrying that ranking a less preferred candidate 

could cause their favorite candidate to lose and with few concerns about choosing the 

“lesser of two evils.” 

 Because it is not party-based, it can be used in local or non-partisan races. 

 The ballot is more complicated than “vote for one,” and the counting is complicated. 

 If the number of representatives for a multi-member district is too small, results will not be 

highly proportional. For example, in a three-member district, candidates with support from 

less than one-quarter of the voters won’t be able to win a seat. 

http://blog.opavote.com/2016/06/guest-post-rethinking-stv-fundamentals.html
http://blog.opavote.com/2016/06/guest-post-rethinking-stv-fundamentals.html
http://www.sightline.org/2016/05/02/three-ways-oregon-and-washington-could-vote-better/
http://www.sightline.org/2016/05/02/three-ways-oregon-and-washington-could-vote-better/
http://www.oldsite.idea.int/esd/type.cfm?electoralSystem=STV
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02d/default
http://www.stv.govt.nz/stv/index.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_and_use_of_the_single_transferable_vote#NGOs
http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/sites/default/files/A-short-history-of-STV-in-the-USA.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizens'_Assembly_on_Electoral_Reform_(British_Columbia)
http://participedia.net/sites/default/files/case-files/653_265_final_report.pdf
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 A candidate without enough top rankings will get eliminated, even though she had more 

subsequent rankings than other candidates and so would have won a seat had she 

remained in the contest. (However, this can also be considered an advantage, because it is 

part of what allows this method to achieve proportional, not majoritarian, representation.) 

Proportional: Mixed Member Proportional 

Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) 

is called a “mixed” method because 

it is a hybrid, electing some 

representatives in single-member 

districts and some from multi-

member regional or nationwide 

districts. Voters get two votes: one 

for your local district representative 

and one for a regional or national 

party. Regional or national seats are 

assigned to ensure each party’s 

share of the total legislative seats is 

proportional to its share of the vote, 

and the party chooses which 

candidates fill its seats. (Videos explain here and here.) 

As an example, if Washington were to elect its 98-member state house of representatives using 

Mixed Member Proportional, it could, for example, establish 48 local districts, each about the same 

size as the state’s current 49 legislative districts, and with one representative each whom voters 

would elect in the same way they do now. The other 50 members could come from 10 regional 

districts, each the same size as a federal congressional district, and with 5 representatives from 

party lists. Voters would elect these members by voting for a party, as in the ballot above. Voters 

would have one local representative and also five regional representatives in the house. 

Germany, New Zealand, and five other countries use Mixed Member Proportional voting to elect 

their national legislatures. Most of the gains for women and people of color come from the multi-

member districts, not the single-member districts. Prince Edward Island, a province on the east 

coast of Canada, voted in 2016 to adopt Mixed Member Proportional Voting to elect its provincial 

legislature. 

 Under Mixed Member Proportional Voting, local representatives retain a geographic link to 

their voters. 

 Voting for one candidate in a single-winner district would be familiar to American and 

Canadian voters. 

 Ballots are relatively simple. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT0I-sdoSXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uk44aykGg4
http://www.idea.int/data-tools/anstt/130355/44
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2960439?seq=2#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/dave-meslin/east-coast-voting-reform_b_14928998.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/mixed-member-proportional-representation-in-plebiscite-1.3840172
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 Because voters retain a local representative, the regional districts could be larger, allowing 

for more proportional results than STV. 

 With MMP, the local districts still use single-member districts and so are vulnerable to 

gerrymandering. 

 Because the regional list is party-based, it can’t be used in local nonpartisan races. 

 In rare cases, it could lead to a party strategically telling voters to vote for a different 

candidate in order to keep its national seat(s). 

Proportional: List Voting 

List Voting, which comes in both Open and Closed forms, is the most common form of proportional 

representation. Candidates run in large multi-member districts or sometimes statewide, 

provincewide, or nationwide, depending on the jurisdiction of the legislature. The ballot lists 

candidates by party. 

In Open List Voting, voters can vote for their favorite candidate within a party list, and their vote will 

count for both the candidate and the party. The party wins seats in proportion to the number of 

voters who chose any candidate on their list, and the candidates who won the most votes fill the 

seats. Open List Voting gives the party the power to choose who appears on its list, but gives voters 

the power to express which candidate they like the best. 

For example, if all Republican Party candidates collectively won 60 percent of the vote in a three-

member district, Republicans would win two of the three seats. If Rex Rural and Rachel Right were 

the top two Republican vote-getters, they would get the seats. Voters who chose Henry Hawk would 

not get their favorite candidate, but they would contribute to electing two Republicans in their 

district. 

 

If Oregon were to elect its 60-member house of representatives using Open List Voting, it could, for 

example, divide the state into 12 districts, each a bit more than twice as big as current state senate 

districts, and with five members from each one. Voters would vote for their one favorite candidate, 

listed by party on a ballot like the one above, and the top five would represent that district. 

http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd03/esd03a/esd03a01
http://www.fairvote.org/open_ticket_voting#how_open_ticket_voting_works
http://www.sightline.org/2016/05/02/three-ways-oregon-and-washington-could-vote-better/
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In Closed List Voting, voters cast one vote for a party, and the party assigns candidates to seats in 

the order listed on the ballot or on the party’s list. Closed List Voting gives parties the power to order 

the list, and voters must accept that order. 

For example, if one-third of the voters in a three-member district chose the Independent Party, the 

party would win one of the three seats, and the seat would go to Elijah End Corruption, the 

candidate listed first on the ballot. 

 

 List Voting elects more members of minority racial or ethnic groups. 

 It also elects more women. Fifteen of the top 20 nations in the world in terms of female 

representation use List Voting. Legislatures using List Voting elected an average of 9.1 

percent more women than majoritarian legislatures. Every country in Western Europe where 

women make up more than 20 percent of the legislature use proportional representation, 

mostly List Voting. 

 Because this method usually elects dozens of members per district, List Voting achieves 

highly proportional results; people making up even just a few percent of the population can 

win representation. 

 Because voters don’t have a say, with Closed List methods, in which individual candidates 

are elected, the link between legislators and constituents can be tenuous. 

 The parties have a lot of power, especially with Closed List methods. Americans may not be 

comfortable with strong party power. 

 Especially in parliamentary systems where several parties must form a coalition government, 

small parties may hold larger parties to ransom in coalition negotiations. 

 Because it is party-based, it cannot be used in local nonpartisan elections. 

http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd02/esd02c/default
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2960439?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/workingpapers/femm/w10/2_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/workingpapers/femm/w10/2_en.htm
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The two methods below can achieve proportional results but are not guaranteed to do so. If voters 

in a political, racial, or social minority all vote in a cohesive bloc for their preferred candidate and no 

one else, they can attain representation. However, if voters in a minority split between two similar 

candidates then their candidate could lose. Overall, these methods would likely yield more diverse 

legislatures than majoritarian methods but not quite as diverse as proportional methods. 

Many voting experts classify Limited Voting as a majoritarian method. The national reform 

organization FairVote categorizes STV, MMP, Limited, and Cumulative methods under the umbrella 

moniker “Fair Representation Voting Methods.” 

 Semi-proportional methods can achieve more representative results than purely 

majoritarian methods. 

 Semi-proportional methods can only achieve representative results if voters in a minority are 

organized and vote cohesively. 

Semi-Proportional: Cumulative Voting 

Voters can cast as many votes as there are 

seats available, and they can choose to allocate 

more than one vote per candidate. For 

example, in a three-member district, voters can 

give all three votes to their favorite candidate, 

or two votes to their favorite and one vote to 

their second favorite, or one vote each to three 

different candidates. In “Equal & Even 

Cumulative Voting,” if voters fill in just one 

bubble, all three of their votes go to that 

candidate. If they fill in two bubbles, each of the 

two candidates receives 1.5 of their three votes. 

Civil rights attorney Lani 

Guinier championed Cumulative Voting as a 

more equitable way to achieve diverse racial 

representation than trying to draw majority-

minority single-member districts. US federal 

courts sometimes order jurisdictions in violation of section 2 the Voting Rights Act to switch from 

“vote for one” majoritarian voting to multi-member districts with Cumulative or Limited Voting 

(Limited Voting is described below) because racial minorities who could not win representation 

http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/majoritarian-electoral-systems
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd04/esd04b/default
http://www.fairvote.org/fair_representation#what_is_fair_voting
https://www.amazon.com/Tyranny-Majority-Fundamental-Representative-Democracy/dp/0029131693/ref=mt_paperback?_encoding=UTF8&me=
https://www.amazon.com/Tyranny-Majority-Fundamental-Representative-Democracy/dp/0029131693/ref=mt_paperback?_encoding=UTF8&me=
http://www.wbai.net/elec/elec_guinier_cv.html
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under “vote for one” single-member districts or “vote 

for one” at-large numbered seats can win 

representation in multi-member districts with 

Cumulative or Limited Voting. 

More than 100 local jurisdictions in the United States 

use Cumulative or Limited Voting, and several dozen 

of these use Cumulative Voting specifically. Corporate 

stockholders, homeowners’ associations, and boards 

in some US localities use it to help elect more 

members from minority groups. 

 Ballots are easy to count under Cumulative 

Voting. 

 This system can achieve representation for 

minority groups. 

 It can be used in local, nonpartisan races. 

 It allows voters to vote for more than one 

candidate. 

 Voters must be organized to achieve fair representation under Cumulative Voting. If voters 

in the minority split their vote, their favorite candidates will not win a seat. 

Semi-Proportional: Limited Voting 

In Limited Voting, voters may cast their votes for a given number of candidates that is smaller than 

the number of seats available. For example, in a five-member district, voters might be permitted to 

cast two votes, enabling minority voters making up about two-fifths of the population to elect two 

out of five seats. Or in a three-member district, voters might have just one vote each. 

Some experts classify Limited Voting as a majoritarian method. Gibraltar and Spain’s upper houses 

use it, as do several dozen American cities and school boards, particularly in Alabama, Pennsylvania, 

and Connecticut. 

If voters using a Limited Voting method are permitted to cast only one vote, it is called Single Non-

Transferable Vote. Afghanistan, Pitcairn Islands, Vanuatu, and Indonesia use Single Non-

Transferable Vote. 

 Ballots are relatively easy to understand and to count under Limited Voting. 

 With proper coordination, Limited Voting can achieve representation for minority groups. 

 It can be used in local, nonpartisan races. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2585933?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2585933?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd04/esd04b/default
http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/voting-systems
http://www.idea.int/esd/type.cfm?electoralSystem=LV
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd04/esd04b/default
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd04/esd04a/default
http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/es/esd/esd04/esd04a/default
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 It can encourage parties to organize and reach out to voters. 

 Limited Voting can lead to disproportional results where one group receives a majority of 

the seats with just a plurality (rather than a majority) of the votes. 

 Parties must be strategic in considering how many candidates to run, and voters must 

strategically spread their votes between candidates to achieve fair results. If parties and 

voters are not sufficiently strategic, they could waste a lot of votes—many voters cast their 

votes for candidates who never win or who would have won by a lot anyway so they lost the 

opportunity to elect someone else they liked. The sense that the strategy, not the voters’ 

preferences, determine the winners could harm voter morale. 

The two methods below might achieve proportional representation, though they have not been 

used in any public elections, so it is hard to be sure. Some thought experiments suggest they might 

operate more like Cumulative Voting: if members of a minority group all give a maximum score to 

their favorite candidate and no scores to any others, then they can achieve fair representation. But if 

they give a score to a majority-view candidate they support, their minority-view candidate might not 

win a seat. Overall, these methods would yield more diverse legislatures than majoritarian methods, 

but maybe not as diverse as proportional methods. 

Potentially Proportional: Reweighted Range Voting 

In this multi-winner form of Score Voting, voters give each candidate a score, for example, from zero 

(or unscored) to 9. The candidate with the highest total score wins a seat. All the voters who scored 

that candidate have their remaining ballot weight reduced proportionally to their score for the 

winner. Reweighting makes it more likely to achieve proportional results. Reweighted ballots are 

counted, and the candidate with the highest score wins a seat. Adding and reweighting continues 

until all seats are filled. (A video explains, here.) 

 

http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-voting
http://rangevoting.org/RRV.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kaZB84uipFk
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Just as in the single-winner form of Score Voting, Reweighted Range Voting incentivizes voters to 

only use the extreme ends of the available score range—that is, to give the maximum score to all 

candidates aligned with a voter’s views and give all other candidates a minimum or no score. So long 

as voters like all the aligned candidates, there is no penalty to giving them all a maximum score. If a 

party or group or faction has five candidates running and a good chance to elect three winners, 

aligned voters can safely give all five candidates a maximum score, and likely three of them will win. 

But differentiating between candidates could cause your group to get short-changed on fair 

representation. If, for example on a scale of 0 through 9, you give the five candidates a 9, 8, 7, 6, and 

5, but voters with an opposing view give all their candidates maximum scores, your group might 

only elect two winners. 

Another example: a minority group—say, the Green Party—has enough voters to elect one winner in 

a five-member district. If voters give a maximum score to the Green Party candidate(s) and zero to 

all others, they will elect one legislator. But Green voters aren’t sure if the Green candidate can win a 

seat and they still want to have a say in the election, or even if the Green can win they want to have 

a say in electing more than one of the representatives from the district, they will be tempted to also 

give middling scores to one or more of the major-party candidates they find acceptable. Meanwhile, 

the Democratic and Republican voters give maximum scores to multiple candidates from their 

parties, confident that they will elect several representatives with whom they are well-aligned, they 

may give no or a very low score to the Green Party candidate with whom they are less-aligned. The 

net result would be that the district sends five major-party legislators to the capital, even though 

one-fifth of voters wanted the Green Party candidate—a majoritarian, not proportional, result. With 

Reweighted Range Voting, It is not enough for voters in the minority to have the numbers to elect 

one-quarter of the legislature and for them to all turn out to vote and give their favorite a maximum 

score; they may also need to withhold scores from other candidates or else risk losing their 

representation. 

This method has never been used in a governmental election, but the Berkeley City Council uses it to 

prioritize their list of legislative agenda items, and it is used to select the five OSCAR nominees for 

“Best Visual Effects.” 

 Reweighted Range Voting could be used in nonpartisan races. 

 It might achieve more proportional representation than majoritarian methods. 

 It ensures that voters’ scores for all candidates are counted and that a candidate with weak 

but broad support (lots of medium or low scores) is not prematurely eliminated. 

 The ballot and counting are complicated in Reweighted Range Voting. 

 It has never been used in a governmental election. 

 Voters in a minority group might not be able to elect their share of winners unless they 

withhold support from other candidates. 

http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-voting
http://www.dailycal.org/2016/05/24/berkeley-city-council-discuss-results-new-referral-prioritization-system/
http://www.dailycal.org/2016/05/24/berkeley-city-council-discuss-results-new-referral-prioritization-system/
http://www.rangevoting.org/RRV.html#oscar
http://www.rangevoting.org/RRV.html#oscar
http://scorevoting.net/PRcond.html
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 In some circumstances, voters have to choose between getting the maximum amount of 

representation for their group of like-minded voters, or being able to choose which of 

several similar candidates would best represent them. 

Potentially Proportional: Multi-Winner Score Runoff Voting 

Proportional Score Runoff Voting (SRV-PR) is the newly invented multi-winner form of Score Runoff 

Voting. It is a variation on Reweighted Range Voting, with a runoff in each round. 

As with Reweighted Range Voting, if you gave a score to a candidate who wins a seat, your voting 

power for subsequent rounds is reduced—the higher your score, the bigger the reduction in your 

subsequent voting power. In each round, the two candidates with the highest total scores enter a 

runoff, and your reweighted vote goes to whichever of the two candidates, if any, you scored higher. 

Rounds and instant runoffs continue until all seats are filled. 

As in Reweighted Range Voting, voters are incentivized to give high scores to all candidates they 

align well with and minimum or no scores to all others. Giving middling scores to candidates they 

are partially aligned with could cause their more-preferred candidates to lose. However, as in the 

single-winner form of Score Runoff Voting, the runoff encourages voters to take the risk of losing a 

seat for one of their aligned candidates by asserting their ability to differentiate between their 

preferred candidates if they run off against each other. 

As with the single-winner form, voters will have to weigh the risk of causing their favorite candidate 

to lose against the risk of not having a vote in the runoff. 

Most proportional methods only allow voters to vote for a candidate or party, so voters in the 

majority are not able to exclude candidates representing a minority view from winning a fair 

number of seats. For example, if a majority of voters in a proportional election wanted to strengthen 

anti-immigration laws, they could elect a majority of the legislature that shared that view, but they 

could not prevent a minority of pro-immigration voters from winning a minority of seats. With Score 

Runoff Voting, voters might be able to block the minority from winning seats. Supporters explain 

that the runoff “helps eliminate small but passionate minorities.”  (Note that this link repeats the 

myth that proportional representation helped the Nazis rise to power in 1930s Germany. Amidst the 

economic devastation (33 percent unemployment) and social turmoil (many Germans disdained the 

post-war government created when they lost WWI) of the post-war era, Nazis gained power quickly, 

becoming the most popular party and winning 37 percent of the vote in 1932. In a majoritarian 

system, they would have won a majority of the seats and taken control of the government. Though 

the Weimar system was flawed in other ways, it did constrain the Nazis to their proportional share 

of seats in the government, blocking Hitler from taking control. Instead, he was forced to declare a 

state of emergency and seize power through non-democratic means.) 

With Multi-winner Score Runoff Voting, voters could eliminate the minority from the legislature by 

giving no score to any of the pro-immigration candidates and giving a low score (for example, a one) 

to all other candidates, so their reweighted votes would retain as much power as possible, and they 

would be able to vote against the pro-immigration candidates in every runoff. 

http://www.equal.vote/pr
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-runoff-voting
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-runoff-voting
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-runoff-voting
http://www.sightline.org/2017/05/09/glossary-of-executive-officer-voting-systems/#score-runoff-voting
http://www.equal.vote/pr
http://www.historyhome.co.uk/europe/weimar.htm
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskHistorians/comments/3kt8zn/what_was_so_bad_about_the_proportional/?st=j2t94wtt&sh=527f1f52
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskHistorians/comments/3kt8zn/what_was_so_bad_about_the_proportional/?st=j2t94wtt&sh=527f1f52
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/higher/history/nationalism/hitler/revision/2/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/higher/history/nationalism/hitler/revision/2/
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 Multi-Winner Score Runoff Voting could be used in nonpartisan races. 

 It might achieve more proportional representation than majoritarian methods. 

 SRV-PR encourages voters to give different scores to candidates to ensure they have a vote 

in each runoff. 

 The ballot and counting are complicated for SRV-PR. 

 It has never been used in a governmental election. 

 Voters must be organized and well informed to achieve fair representation. If voters 

differentiate their scores, their favorite might not win a seat. Then again, if they express no 

support, they might forego having a vote in one of the automatic runoffs. 

 The majority of voters can potentially block voters with minority views from winning seats in 

the legislature, possibly leading to more majoritarian, not proportional, results. 

 

Find this full glossary online, including live links to supporting and related materials, at 

www.sightline.org/LegislativeGlossary.   
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